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Foreword
This picture storybook provides a powerful insight into the lived experiences of children and their families when a parent is on
deployment or training. Presented in a simple format the book includes the repetition of “When I was little…now that I am big” which
captures the essence of children reﬂecting on their growth and learning. This reﬂection aids the ongoing development of
self-regulation and emotional resilience over time- children can then develop a sense of time passing, an important concept. While
Anthony acknowledges he will always miss his father when he is on deployment or training, one of the powerful messages in the book
is that Anthony now has the understanding required to cope and that he is also able to take on household responsibility and assist his
mother to cope by helping with domestic chores.
When reading this book to children who have a family member on deployment (Absence from home) or training (work-up), each page
presents an opportunity for focused discussion between families, and also between educators and children. For example, the
discussion may be around a family member coming and going away from home; talking on the phone to the parent, and feeling
grumpy after the family member comes home. Children are likely to revisit the book over and over again which will in turn assist them
to adapt to their parent’s deployment and training transitions in their own lives.
Not only is the book appropriate for children who have a family member on deployment or training but sharing the book with all
children can highlight the diversity of lived experiences of families, and how family members cope. Further, educators and families can
use this book in their learning environment or home to inform how children emotionally develop, and what experiences families
undertake.
Associate Professor Wendy Boyd
Early Childhood Education
Southern Cross University

“Hi, we are here to share this story with you!”

Echo

Bravo

Tango

My Dad works away when
he is on deployment. He
sometimes works with
people in another country
and at other times in
Australia. He travels on a
plane to go to other
countries.

Echo

Bravo

Tango

When he is on deployment, he
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You are awesome!

Mum, Rose and I miss
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You are awesome!

Mum says some other parents
who are in the Navy go away
on deployment on a ship. Parents
who are in the Air Force also
travel by plane to go on
deployment, like my Dad.

When I was little,
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When I was little,
I didn't know
what to do when
Mummy was sad.

Now that I am big, I can
take her the tissues and
cheer her up with my toys.
She also likes my cuddles,
a lot.

When I was little,
Mum had to do all
his jobs when he
was away.

Now that I am big,
I can help to put out
the rubbish bins.
Mum still mows the
lawns. When the mower
doesn't start she gets
really mad at it.
I am glad I am not the
lawnmower.

When I was little,
I used to get grumpy
waiting to talk to
Dad on the phone.

Now that I am big, I know
how to wait my turn.
And wait,
and wait
and wait.

When I was little,
I could do a bit to
help Mum when
Dad was away on
deployment.

But now I am big,
I can help her weed the
garden and look after the
dogs. I can even help Rose
get ready for preschool on
the days Mum goes to work.

When I was little,
I could only talk
on the phone and
video call Daddy
when he was on
deployment.

Now that I am big,
I can write him a letter
or email him and tell
him what I have been
up to.
Dad emails me back to
say that he has been
missing me and asks if
I have been looking
after his pillow at night.

When I was little,
I used to help lick the
bowl and taste test
the biscuits we made
to post to Dad.
and of course
I still taste.

Now that I am big,
I can help

pour,
Dad only likes yummy biscuits
so we always need to check.

measure,

mix,

Mum says quality assurance
is very important.

Before we send the
biscuits, I do a
drawing for Dad.

Mum and Rose post the
letter and parcel when I am
at school.
A week or two later, Dad
video calls me to say that
the biscuits taste great. He
loves my drawing too.

When I was little and Dad
was on deployment, I
would miss running in the
park with him.

Now I that I am big I also
miss playing cricket, kicking
the ball, romping, tickling
and tackling with him.

When I was little, I would
sometimes get cross and
grumpy with Dad after he
got home.

I was cranky that he had been
away for so long. I was also
worried that he was going away
and leaving us again.
When he went to work at the
base for the day, I thought he
was going back on deployment
and I would get very upset. I
didn't understand that he was
coming home again every night.

Now that I am big,
I know the
difference between
going to work and
going on deployment.

When Dad is home, our time
together is very special.
We are a family.
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You are awesome!

Now that I am big,
I also know that
Dad loves me and
thinks about me ...

... whether he is far, far
away on deployment or
training ....

...or right here at
home with me.

I love my Dad.
Now that I am big,
we are also great
mates.

Now that you have finished the story,
can you find the following things?
Can you name all the different types of transport shown
in the photos of this book?
Can you name the different animals shown in the
photographs of this book?
Anthony is wearing many shirts in this book. Can you list
all the different colours?

How many necklaces can you see in this book?
How many photos of letterboxes can you find?
What is the name of the flag you can see in this book?

How was this research-based eBook written?
The static eBook was written using research data collected from a number of defence families. The overall research
project was titled ‘Young children’s understandings and experiences of parental deployment within an Australian
Defence Force (ADF) family’ (Rogers, 2017). The information below and in the next few pages, explores research from
the eBook, the interactive version of the eBook and the original research project.
Mary’s Alphabet Slippery Dip eBook research question
How can a static research-based eBook assist young children from defence families build their knowledge and
understanding of ways to assist their family during deployment, and ways to communicate with the parent on
deployment?
eBook research statement
To do this, the eBook explores issues such as:
• the differences between deployment and work
• assisting with inside household chores
• communicating with the parent who is away using various mediums
• other family member's response to grief and loss
• what parents might do on deployment and how they might travel there
• the changes in children's responses to parental deployment as they grow up

For example, Anthony helps his sister get ready for childcare when his mother is going to work. He also explains the
difference between his father going to work at the base and returning home. Anthony helps to bake his father’s
favourite biscuits to send in a parcel, as well as draw a picture to post to him. He interacts with his father’s emails and
talks to him on the phone. Anthony sees his mother feeling sad and responds by caring for her in practical ways.
Anthony explains to readers what his father does on deployment and the ways other parents travel to their
deployment. Anthony also describes the ways his responses to deployment have changed over time as he has grown
up.
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help their children make calendars, using stickers to countdown the days left of deployment or training episodes
ȩ¡ŨİėƎƖȚɆǥǣǤǪëȪșɆŨŝǁėƎƖëƢļŨŝƖɆëŝĐɆŝëƎƎëƢļǁėƖɆëĈŨƪƢɆǂķǈɆƢķėɆƋëƎėŝƢɆļƖɆİŨŝėȚɆǂķėƎėɆƢķėǈɆķëǁėɆİŨŝėȚɆǂķëƢɆƢķėǈɆĐŨɆ
when they are away (age-appropriate), and the importance of the work involved are essential to help children
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Family communication
The Defence Community Organisation (2014) endorses frequent positive communication amongst family members as
a way to encourage, share and bond. Photobook albums and pre-recorded storybooks can be a great source of
comfort to children because they can use them whenever they want to connect with the absent parent through shared
memories (Rogers, 2017a). In Australia, some websites may give you more information about the challenges of
military life and supports available through the Defence Community Organisation, Early Childhood Australia and local,
state and national health and community services.
Adult involvement in children's app use (interactive version)
¡ėƖėëƎĉķɆķëƖɆļŝĐļĉëƢėĐɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝɆĈėŝėǘƢɆįƎŨśɆëĐƪŒƢɆļŝƢėƎëĉƢļŨŝɆǂķļŒėɆƪƖļŝİɆƢėĉķŝŨŒŨİļėƖɆȩļƎĐȚɆǥǣǤǫȪșɆĐƪŒƢƖɆĉëŝɆëƖƖļƖƢɆ
by explaining concepts, extending children's learning and building social and language skills. While adults sometimes
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2020).

Now that I am Big interactive eBook research question
How do you build very young children's knowledge and understanding around various issues within defence families
such as emotional responses post-deployment and ways to offer comfort to other family members through a
web-based interactive eBook that contains educational games, interactive learning activities and arts-based activities
ƢķëƢɆƎėǙėĉƢɆėëƎŒǈɆĉķļŒĐķŨŨĐɆƋķļŒŨƖŨƋķļėƖȠɆ
Interactive eBook research statement
This interactive version of an eBook was designed to build on children’s knowledge and
understanding of:
• practical ways to help with outside chores when a parent deploys
• ways to show care to other family members when they are feeling sad
• the difference between work and deployment
• their parent’s love for them is present no matter where they are in the world
• different places their parent might deploy and what the parent might see there
To do this, the interactive activities include children designing a vegetable garden to help at home. The children can
also choose favourite toys to cheer up other family members who are missing the deployed parent. Designing a
calendar to show the times the parent is away allows them to actively engage with the concepts of time and
numeracy. Listening to the sounds of planes, a common sound parents hear on deployment, helps improve children’s
understanding of deployment. It also builds their numeracy skills as they practice counting planes in a listening game.
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UNE acknowledges the Anawain people, the traditional custodians of Armidale on which it is situated, and shows
respect to their elders past, present and emerging. The author acknowledges that sovereignty was never ceded by the
traditional owners of the lands on which UNE stands.

From the author
DŨƎɆśǈɆǘƎƖƢɆĈėëƪƢļįƪŒɆİƎėëƢɆŝļėĉėƖȚɆëŝĐɆëŒŒɆŨįɆƢķėļƎɆİėŝėƎëƢļŨŝɆƢŨɆĉŨśėș

This book was written, illustrated, produced and printed on Anawain land in Armidale, New England, NSW. The Anawain people are
the traditional custodians of this land and have respected and nurtured it with the Kamilaroi, Dunghutti and Gumbaynggirr people.
$2 from the sale of this printed book goes towards Legacy Australia.

